Variation in range size and dispersal capabilities of microbial taxa
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Abstract. Geographic range size can span orders of magnitude for plant and animal species, with the study of why range sizes vary having preoccupied biogeographers for decades. In contrast, there have been few comparable studies of how range size varies across microbial taxa and what traits may be associated with this variation. We determined the range sizes of 74,134 bacterial and archaeal taxa found in settled dust collected from 1,065 locations across the United States. We found that most microorganisms have small ranges and few have large ranges, a pattern similar to the range size distributions commonly observed for macrobes. However, contrary to expectations, those microbial taxa that were locally abundant did not necessarily have larger range sizes. The observed differences in microbial range sizes were generally predictable from taxonomic identity, phenotypic traits, genomic attributes, and habitat preferences, findings that provide insight into the factors shaping patterns of microbial biogeography.
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Introduction

Not all microbes are everywhere all the time. Due to both dispersal constraints and habitat filtering, we know that many microbial taxa are restricted in their geographic and ecological distributions (Martiny et al. 2006, Hanson et al. 2012). Microbial endemism has been demonstrated across a range of habitats including geothermal hot springs (Papke et al. 2003, Whitaker et al. 2003), benthic ecosystems (Ruff et al. 2015), soil (Cho and Tiedje 2000, Vos and Velicer 2008, Andam et al. 2016), and marine waters (Boucher et al. 2011, Ghiglione et al. 2012, Sul et al. 2013). Perhaps the best evidence for restricted microbial distributions comes from decades of work on pathogens. Many pathogens of humans, domestic animals, and crops are restricted to certain geographic areas and regions with specific environmental conditions (Achtman 2008, Bebber et al. 2014, Just et al. 2014, Murray et al. 2015).

Like plants and animals, many microorganisms clearly have ranges (the geographic area where a given taxon is found) and range sizes are likely to vary across bacterial and archaeal taxa. The study of range size and the factors that drive differences in range size and shape have been studied for more than a century by ecologists, biogeographers, and conservation biologists. However, there is surprisingly little explicit documentation of microbial geographic range size, taxonomic variation in range size, or the traits that might contribute to this variation.

Much of the variation in the geographic range size of plant and animal species is often predictable. For example, occupancy–abundance relationships are generally positive, and organisms that are locally abundant also often have large geographic ranges (Gaston et al. 2000, Holt et al. 2002, Roney et al. 2015), with causality likely flowing in both directions. Certain life history strategies also vary predictably with range size. For example, species with greater dispersal capabilities tend to have larger geographic ranges due to their ability to populate new regions and to maintain gene flow among regions, as is the case for certain insects (McCauley et al. 2014), birds (Laube et al. 2013), plants (Paul et al. 2009), and marine taxa (Macpherson 2003, Lester and Ruttenberg 2005, Lester et al. 2007). In addition, taxa able to live in many habitat types, whether because they are generalists or have a high degree of phenotypic plasticity, also tend to have larger geographic ranges (Pohlman et al. 2005, Pichancourt and van Klinken 2012, Morueta-Holme et al. 2013, Ofstad et al. 2016). Finally, closely related taxa often have similar geographic range sizes due to shared ecological attributes, as shown for species of birds (Mouillot and Gaston 2009, Herrera-Alsina and Villegas-Patraca 2014).

With their small cell size, massive population numbers, and diverse physiologies, microbial taxa have the potential for widespread dispersal and colonization, and consequently, large range sizes. Evidence suggests there are unifying theories of biodiversity and biogeography across all domains of life (Green and Bohannan 2006, Locey and Lennon 2016). Thus, we predict that many of...
the factors driving range size in plants and animals also influence microbial range size. For instance, we would expect that locally abundant microbial taxa would tend to have larger geographic ranges than rare species in concordance with previous work that has demonstrated a positive occupancy–abundance relationship for some microbial taxa living in specific environments (Nemergut et al. 2011, Ruff et al. 2015). We would also expect that closely related taxa should have more similar range size distributions due to a greater likelihood of sharing traits that govern capacity for dispersal and colonization. As for macrobes, taxa that disperse well and are able to tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions should have larger range sizes. We predict that the relevant traits governing microbial dispersal may include dormancy or other strategies related to stress (e.g., UV radiation, desiccation, extreme temperature) tolerance. For example, endospore formation facilitates the dispersal of microbes through both time and hostile conditions. This trait allows Bacillus species to travel across continents in the upper atmosphere (Roberts and Cohan 1995) and thermophilic marine Firmicutes to persist in cold sediments (Müller et al. 2014). Similarly, we predict that traits associated with the ability to colonize and grow in diverse environments may include genomic characteristics related to phenotypic plasticity and habitat breadth. From previous work showing that genome size correlates with the ability of soil bacteria to persist in a broad range of habitats (Barberán et al. 2014a, Cobo-Simón and Tamames 2017), we would expect genome size to positively correlate with range size. Hence, the suite of phenotypic traits and genomic attributes that influence the ecological distribution of microbial taxa also likely influence range size.

To build a more comprehensive understanding of how and why microbial range sizes may vary, we determined the range sizes and shapes of 74,134 bacterial and archaeal taxa found in settled dust collected from outdoor building surfaces from 1,065 homes across the United States. We focus on settled dust because it is found everywhere and easy to sample consistently. Likewise, we know that those microbes found in settled dust were at one point airborne, allowing us to identify organisms that can be dispersed through the atmosphere. Also, the settled dust found on outdoor building surfaces is nutrient-limited and is unlikely to represent the original environmental source of the taxa found therein. In other words, by examining the range sizes of those microbes found in settled dust, we can more readily assess differences across taxa in their dispersal capabilities as opposed to differences related to colonization and establishment in a more suitable environment for growth.

We calculated range size using both the area of occupancy (AOO) and the extent of occurrence (EOO) approximations, both of which are commonly used in macroecology (Gaston and Fuller 2009). Simplified, AOO is akin to a “dot map” of observations across a grid overlay that are summed together, while EOO is comparable to “connecting the dots” and calculating the area of the resulting shape. We determined if the distribution of range sizes for these microbial taxa is similar to plant and animal species, and to what extent the occupancy–abundance relationship explains variation in range size. Furthermore, we determined if taxonomy could predict differences in range size distributions. Finally, we mined the extensive wealth of information available in curated microbial databases to determine if phenotypic traits, genomic attributes, or habitat preferences can explain the measured variability in range size. This study represents one of the first comprehensive efforts to understand the variation in range size across a broad range of microbial taxa, whether microbes follow the same biogeographical patterns commonly observed for “macrobes,” and why some microbial taxa have larger range sizes than others.

**Methods**

**Sample collection and molecular analysis**

Details of sample collection and molecular analysis have been described previously (Barberán et al. 2015). Briefly, outdoor dust samples were collected from the upper trim on the outside surface of an exterior door by participants of the Wild Life of Our Homes citizen science project.\(^6\) Bacterial and archaeal diversity was determined by sequencing the V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene with primers 515-F (GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA) and 806-R (GGA-CTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT) (Fierer et al. 2012) using the direct PCR approach previously described (Flores et al. 2012). Sequencing was done on the Illumina HiSeq or MiSeq platforms with all reads trimmed to 100 bp. All reads were quality filtered (maximum e-value of 0.5), dereplicated, and clustered into phylotypes at a 97% similarity threshold with the UPARSE pipeline (Edgar 2013). Taxonomic identity was determined using the Ribosomal Database Project classifier (Wang et al. 2007) trained on the Greengenes 13_8 16S rRNA database (McDonald et al. 2012). All sequence data are accessible through the FigShare repository (see Data Availability).

Eukaryotic sequences were removed, and those phylotypes present in >25% of negative control samples (including phylotypes classified as Mycoplasma, Pseudomonas, Serratia, and Acinetobacter) were also filtered prior to downstream analyses as they likely represent taxa originating from reagent or amplification contamination (Salter et al. 2014). To minimize amplicon sequencing biases between samples, low coverage samples (i.e., samples with <10,000 reads after quality filtering) were removed, and total sequence counts were normalized using a cumulative-sum scaling approach (Paulson et al. 2013). We restricted our analyses to the contiguous United States. and hence removed samples

\(^6\) http://robdunnlab.com/projects/wild-life-of-our-homes/
originating from Hawaii and Alaska. Finally, we excluded rare phylotypes (i.e., phylotypes present in fewer than five samples, as at least five observations are required to calculate range size using the minimum convex polygon approach described below). In total, 74,134 phylotypes across 1,065 samples were included in all downstream analyses.

**Range size and shape calculations**

Latitude and longitude coordinates were inferred from sample locations (i.e., reported addresses), and these coordinates were transformed into the Lambert conformal conic projection (LCC) for all spatial analyses. Many plant species are dispersed by wind (Howe and Smallwood 1992, Clark et al. 2002), so given the potential similarities between plants and dust-associated microbes in their dispersal dynamics, we used approaches to calculate range sizes commonly employed by plant biogeographers. Range size was determined using both area of occupancy (AOO; see Kolb et al. 2006, Kreft et al. 2006, Essl et al. 2009) and extent of occurrence (EOO; see Sergio et al. 2007, Brummitt et al. 2015). To determine AOO, we overlaid a 100 × 100 km² grid that encompassed all sample locations and used the R package sp (Pebesma and Bivand 2005) to count the total number of grid cells in which each phylotype was observed. AOO range size (km²) was calculated by summing the area of total occupied grid cells. To determine EOO, we used the R package adehabitatHR (Calenge 2006) to find the minimum convex polygon (MCP) after excluding 5% of the extreme points. EOO range size (km²) was calculated from the area of the MCP circumscribing all observations for each phylotype. Range shape was determined by calculating the maximum longitudinal and latitudinal dimensions of occurrence for each phylotype. To control for biases introduced by uneven sampling intensity, we divided the United States into six regions, sub-sampled 70 locations from each of these regions, and repeated the range dimension analyses.

**Taxonomic signal and phenotypic, genomic, and habitat trait-based analyses**

Next, we assessed potential taxonomic determinants of range size. Phylotype range size was ranked by phylum and phyla with fewer than 25 representative phylotypes were excluded. For the most abundant phyla (i.e., Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes), phylotype range size was also ranked by family, and families with fewer than 25 representative phylotypes were excluded.

Finally, we determined if differences in phenotypic traits, genomic attributes, or habitat preferences could further explain variation in range size. We inferred putative traits of dust phylotypes by matching their 16S rRNA gene sequences to those of reference strains from curated, publicly available databases. Representative partial 16S rRNA gene sequences from each phylotype were matched against full length 16S rRNA gene sequences from the IJSEM phenotypic database (Barberán et al. 2017) and from the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) database (Markowitz et al. 2014). Matches were determined using BLASTn (Altschul et al. 1990) at ≥99% identity and ≥95% coverage. We restricted these analyses to the top four most abundant phyla, which included Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. We recognize that partial 16S rRNA gene sequences may not provide a level of resolution sufficient for accurately identifying the phenotypic and genomic traits of all taxa. However, the selected taxa typically show a strong phylogenetic signal and are generally conserved across broader taxa and lineages (Barberán et al. 2017).

We were able to match a total of 1,461 16S rRNA gene sequences of dust phylotypes (including 518 Proteobacteria, 428 Actinobacteria, 293 Firmicutes, and 222 Bacteroidetes) to 2,487 unique full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences in the IJSEM phenotypic database (Barberán et al. 2017). We assessed how the AOO varied in relation to the following phenotypic traits: oxygen tolerance, sporulation, pigmentation, Gram stain reaction, and source habitat. Here, source habitat refers to the reported isolation source of a given strain from the IJSEM phenotypic database (Barberán et al. 2017). We selected these traits because we expected that these traits may influence dispersal and colonization capabilities. For discrete traits, we excluded phylotypes with matches to multiple strains that had conflicting trait values.

We matched a total of 1,186 16S rRNA gene sequences of dust phylotypes (including 415 Proteobacteria, 276 Actinobacteria, 325 Firmicutes, and 170 Bacteroidetes) to 6,321 unique full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences in the IMG database (Markowitz et al. 2014). We assessed how AOO varied with the following genomic attributes: guanine-cytosine (G+C) content, genome size, and 16S rRNA operon copy number. We hypothesized that these attributes may influence phenotypic plasticity and habitat preferences. G+C content and genome size are highly correlated in bacteria, and large genomes are thought to confer broad niche breadth (Bentley and Parkhill 2004). Multiple copies of the 16S rRNA operon are common in microbial genomes and are reflective of copiotrophic or oligotrophic life history strategies (Klappenbach et al. 2000), with those taxa capable of higher maximum growth rates generally having a larger number of rRNA operons. For these genomic attributes, we determined mean values for phylotypes with matches to multiple strains.

**RESULTS**

**Microbial diversity and community composition**

A total of 74,134 16S rRNA gene sequence phylotypes were observed across the 1,065 dust samples (Fig. 1a),
with each sample harboring 4,850 phylotypes on average. A total of 50 bacterial and archaeal phyla were recovered, and the dominant phyla were Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes with >75% of phylotypes assigned to these four phyla (Appendix S1: Fig. S1). On average, a given phylotype was observed in 70 and 27 different samples (mean and median, respectively). Nearly 24% of phylotypes were found in ≤10 samples, and only 35 phylotypes were observed in ≥90% of the samples (Fig. 1b). Community composition was highly variable across the samples, with geographic distance as well as environmental factors including soil pH, precipitation, primary productivity, and temperature being the best predictors of overall differences in community composition (see Barberán et al. [2015] for details).

**Range size and shape**

The frequency distribution in range size as measured using the area of occupancy (AOO) was highly right skewed and best described using a log-normal distribution; many taxa have small ranges and few have very large ranges (Fig. 1c). Across all phylotypes, the mean and median estimated AOO range sizes were 3,984 and 2,200 km², respectively. Alternatively, using the extent of occurrence (EOO), we found that the frequency distribution of EOO range size is best described as irregular and bimodal (Fig. 1d). Across all phylotypes, the estimated mean and median EOO range sizes were 4.2 and 4.3 million km², respectively, which is approximately one-half of the area of the contiguous United States. We observed a strong positive correlation (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.89$, $P < 0.0001$) between log AOO and EOO estimations of range size (Appendix S1: Fig. S2). Given the high potential for cell dispersal and the wide distribution of suitable habitats, we expect that EOO is likely overestimating microbial range sizes here. Therefore, we used the more conservative AOO estimation for downstream analyses focused on determining what potential factors might explain range size variation.

We described range shape by calculating the maximum geographic spread in both longitudinal and latitudinal dimensions. The frequency distribution of the longitudinal range is highly left skewed; most phylotypes were found on both the eastern and western coasts and have a mean and median east-west span of 3,869 km and 4,183 km, respectively (Appendix S1: Fig. S3a). While also left-skewed, there was a greater variation in the latitudinal range with a mean and median north-south span.
of 1,855 km and 1,920 km, respectively (Appendix S1: Fig. S3b). While phylotypes with greater longitudinal spread also tend to have greater latitudinal spread (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.67, P < 0.0001 \)), range dimensions for most phylotypes (89.9%) are elongated east-west as opposed to north-south (Fig. 2), and this pattern persists after normalization for the irregular shape of the sampling region (i.e., the United States is larger east-west than north-south) and after correcting for differences in sampling intensities across different regions (Appendix S1: Fig. S4). The bacterial and archaeal phylotypes are far more likely to have larger east-west distributions than north-south distributions.

One of the most widely observed correlates of range size is local density or abundance, and species that are more abundant tend to have larger geographic ranges than rare species (Gaston 1996a, Holt et al. 2002). Interestingly, we find little support for this relationship for dust-associated microbes. Instead, we found only a weak correlation between the local relative abundance of a phylotype and its range size (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.14, P < 0.0001 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S5).

**Taxonomic differences in range size**

Given this broad distribution of range sizes across dust phylotypes, we next sought to determine what additional factors could further explain this variation. To begin, we asked if range size differed across taxonomic groups. We found that geographic range size has a strong taxonomic signal and varies significantly across phyla (one-way ANOVA; \( F_{28, 70297} = 136.2, P < 0.0001 \)) (Fig. 3). For example, phylotypes within the phylum Actinobacteria tend to have range sizes that are approximately 13% larger than the range sizes of phylotypes within the phylum Acidobacteria (Tukey’s test; \( P = 0.00022 \)). Within the Archaea, range sizes of Crenarchaeota are approximately 69% larger than those of Euryarchaeota (Tukey’s test; \( P < 0.0001 \)).

At greater taxonomic resolution, the taxonomic signal for range size within the top four most abundant phyla was even more pronounced (Appendix S1: Fig. S6). We observed significant differences across families of Proteobacteria (one-way ANOVA; \( F_{45, 15833} = 84.9, P < 0.0001 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S6a), Actinobacteria (one-way ANOVA; \( F_{40, 8005} = 21.8 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S6b), Firmicutes (one-way ANOVA; \( F_{21, 7159} = 66.6, P < 0.0001 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S6c), and Bacteroidetes (one-way ANOVA; \( F_{15, 5359} = 70.1, P < 0.0001 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S6d). For example, within the Proteobacteria, Burkholderiaceae share a similar range size with Rhizobiaceae (Tukey’s test; \( P = 0.98 \)) and Bradyrhizobiaceae (Tukey’s test; \( P = 0.052 \)), and all three of these families have larger range sizes than Neisseriaceae or Legionellaceae (Tukey’s test; \( P < 0.0001 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S6a).

---

**FIG. 2.** Points show the maximum longitudinal and corresponding latitudinal range for each phylotype. Phylotypes with greater east-west spread also tend to have greater north-south spread (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.67, P < 0.0001 \)). Since the United States has greater east-west than north-south dimensions, the blue dashed line normalizes for this difference and depicts the ratio of possible maximum spread. Points above this line (10.1%) indicate ranges elongated north-south, and points below this line (89.9%) indicate ranges elongated east-west (see inset). See Appendix S1: Fig. S3 for the density distributions of longitudinal and latitudinal ranges.
Finally, we asked if certain phenotypic or genomic traits could predict variation in range size. We found that range size varies with oxygen tolerance (two-way ANOVA; $F_{3, 2324} = 67.5$, $P < 0.0001$); aerobes have geographic ranges approximately 63% larger than anaerobes (Tukey’s test; $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 4a). However, the strength of the relationship between oxygen tolerance and range size differs between phyla (two-way ANOVA; $F_{9, 2324} = 2.6$, $P = 0.0062$; Appendix S1: Fig. S7a). Unexpectedly, range sizes were approximately 19% smaller for those phylotypes inferred to be capable of spore formation, even after restricting the analysis to obligate aerobes to minimize potential biases incurred by many anaerobes being spore-formers (two-way ANOVA; $F_{1, 1643} = 36.0$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 4b), although the strength of this relationship differed between phyla capable of spore formation (two-way ANOVA; $F_{1, 1643} = 5.0$, $P = 0.025$; Appendix S1: Fig. S7b). Taxa that are pigmented tended to have ranges that are approximately 39% larger than taxa that are not pigmented (two-way ANOVA; $F_{1, 1802} = 55.4$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 4c), and this pattern was independent of phylum identity (two-way ANOVA; $F_{3, 1802} = 1.5$, $P = 0.22$; Appendix S1: Fig. S7c). Range size also varied with Gram stain; taxa with Gram stain positive cell walls have approximately 17% larger ranges than taxa with Gram stain negative cell walls (two-way ANOVA; $F_{2, 31207} = 32.4$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 4d). Finally, range size varied with source habitat (two-way ANOVA; $F_{7, 907} = 11.1$, $P < 0.0001$); taxa derived from soil and plants were more likely to have larger ranges compared to taxa associated with aquatic environments such as seawater or marine sediments (Tukey’s test; $P < 0.005$; Fig. 4e).

With regard to genomic attributes, we found that range size was positively correlated with G+C content (Pearson’s $r = 0.45$, $P < 0.0001$) (Fig. 5a), but this relationship was largely driven by Proteobacteria (Pearson’s $r = 0.39$, $P < 0.0001$) and Actinobacteria (Pearson’s $r = 0.32$, $P < 0.0001$; Appendix S1: Fig. S8a). Range size and genome size were also positively correlated (Pearson’s $r = 0.22$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 5b), and this relationship was significant when we ran the analyses for each phylum individually (Appendix S1: Fig. S8b). Finally, range size was negatively correlated with 16S rRNA operon copy number (Pearson’s $r = -0.28$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 5c), but the direction and significance of this relationship varied when these analyses were conducted within individual phyla (Appendix S1: Fig. S8c).

**Discussion**

Geographic range size is a cornerstone of biogeography, and studies of how range sizes vary across taxa have
FIG. 4. Phenotypic traits and source habitats of dust bacteria were inferred by matching representative partial 16S rRNA phylo-
type sequences to full length 16S rRNA sequences in the IJSEM phenotype database (see Methods). Box plots illustrate the relation-
ship between the (a) AOO range size estimation and oxygen tolerance, (b) spore formation in obligate aerobes, (c) pigmentation, (d) Gram stain, and (e) habitat for the most abundant phyla including Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. Range size varies significantly with oxygen tolerance (ANOVA; $F_{3,2324} = 67.5$, $P < 0.0001$), spore formation ($F_{1,1643} = 5.0$, $P = 0.025$), pigmentation ($F_{1,1802} = 55.4$, $P < 0.0001$), Gram stain ($F_{2,31207} = 32.4$, $P < 0.0001$), and habitat ($F_{7,907} = 11.1$, $P < 0.0001$). See Appendix S1: Fig. S7 for phenotypic traits by phyla.
FIG. 5. Genomic attributes of dust taxa were inferred by matching representative partial 16S rRNA sequences to full length 16S rRNA sequences in the IMG database (see Methods). Panels depict the relationship between (a) AOO range size estimation and mean guanine-cytosine (G+C) content, (b) genome size, and (c) log₁₀(16S rRNA copy number) for the most abundant phyla including Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. Points depict the AOO range size estimations and the mean values of genomic traits. Blue lines show the linear regression with gray shading indicating 95% confidence intervals. Pearson’s product-moment correlation $r$ is reported. See Appendix S1: Fig. S8 for genomic traits by phyla.
corresponds to a bacterial phylotypes as those taxa that shared ≥97% similarity in their 16S rRNA gene sequences, a threshold that roughly defines species or phylotypes, based on similarity in marker gene sequences. Such an approach was used here as we defined microbial taxa (Appendix S1: Fig. S1) identified in dust samples collected from across the United States (Fig. 1a).

The accurate evaluation of microbial range size distributions is challenging, and many of these challenges also apply to the accurate estimation of plant or animal range sizes. First, most microbial communities are highly diverse. Thus, adequate sampling depth is important, and it remains challenging to determine with confidence whether a given taxon is truly absent in a community or simply below the level of detection. High-throughput culture-independent sequencing approaches, like the approach used here in which we identified microbial taxa in samples by analyzing a mean of 59,831 16S rRNA gene sequences per sample, can help to reduce the magnitude of this problem (Sogin et al. 2006, Lynch and Neufeld 2015). Even so, we are undoubtedly underestimating the full extent of microbial diversity in individual samples. Importantly, this problem of insufficient sampling depth, which limits our ability to confirm which taxa are “truly absent” in a given sample vs. those taxa that were simply not detected, also plagues plant and animal surveys (MacKenzie et al. 2002, Cunningham and Lindenmayer 2005). Second, accurate estimations of range size are best achieved through extensive population surveys across a broader geographic region of interest. While sampling efforts are inevitably constrained by logistics, more is always better, and we were able to collect samples from 1,065 locations across the contiguous United States (Fig. 1a). Third, range sizes will undoubtedly vary as a function of taxonomic resolution: the range sizes of subpopulations will likely be smaller than range sizes of the broader species or genus. Most studies of plant and animal range size focus on species or intra-species-level resolutions. While the species definitions for plants and animals are often arbitrary and somewhat inconsistent, microbiologists continue to intensely debate the “microbial species concept” and even the mere existence of species (Roselló-Mora and Amann 2001, Gevers et al. 2005, Achtman and Wagner 2008, Doolittle 2012). To remedy this, microbial ecologists often define units of diversity, or phylotypes, based on similarity in marker gene sequences. Such an approach was used here as we defined phylotypes as those taxa that shared ≥97% similarity in their 16S rRNA gene sequences, a threshold that roughly corresponds to a bacterial “species” (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994, Kim et al. 2014). In short, the challenges associated with estimating microbial range sizes are not unique to microbial ecology, and we argue that robust investigation of microbial range size is possible with the sampling effort and methodologies used here.

The AOO range size frequency distribution for dust phylotypes was highly right skewed (Fig. 1c); many microbial taxa have small geographic ranges and fewer have large ones. This distribution of geographic range sizes, described as a “hollow curve” that is approximately log-normally distributed, is widely observed for many plant and animal species (Gaston 1996b, Berry and Riina 2005, Orme et al. 2006, Agosta et al. 2013). In addition to range size, the shape of a species’ range is also commonly studied by plant and animal biogeographers (Brown et al. 1996). For instance, range shape can be used to identify the environmental variables that determine patterns of range expansion (Pigot et al. 2010). Here, we described the range shapes of these microbial taxa by measuring the maximum east-west and north-south spread of each phylotype. We found that the north-south spread of taxa was more constrained than the east-west spread (Fig. 2, Appendix S1: Fig. S3). To put simply, many taxa are found on both eastern and western coasts, but fewer are distributed across the southern and northern boundaries of the United States. This results in an east-west elongated range for a majority of dust phylotypes (Fig. 2, Appendix S1: Fig. S4), a pattern that is consistent with the east-west range elongation that is observed for many North American plant and animal species (Brown et al. 1996, Rosenfield 2002, Schlachter 2010). This pattern may be a product of dispersal driven by the prevailing winds, which predominately blow across North America from the west to the east. The migration of microbes through the atmosphere has been previously linked to wind patterns and weather dynamics (Yamaguchi et al. 2012, Smith et al. 2013, Barberán et al. 2014b, Weil et al. 2017). This pattern also suggests that there are latitudinal limits to dispersal, which could be the result of climatic temperature constraints or historical biogeographical processes (Mittelbach et al. 2007). Latitudinal constraints to dispersal are well documented across diverse plant and animal species (Wiens et al. 2006, Svenning and Skov 2007, Salisbury et al. 2012), and more recently such constraints have been documented in terrestrial soil bacteria (Andam et al. 2016, Choudoir et al. 2016). We think that future work integrating information on weather systems and other climate variables to address mechanisms of microbial migration will be particularly insightful.

The frequency distribution in geographic range sizes and the spatial dimensions of range shape for these dust-associated microbes are qualitatively similar to what is commonly observed for plants and animals. In contrast, we find little support for the occupancy–abundance relationship for dust-associated bacteria (Appendix S1: Fig. S5). This finding goes against expectations as the occupancy–abundance relationship has been widely observed for plants and animals (Gaston et al. 2000). Although this relationship may somewhat be inflated by the challenges associated with sampling rare taxa (Wenger and Freeman 2008, Sileshi et al. 2009), most
bacterial phylotypes, regardless of their local abundance, had small ranges, while phylotypes with higher local abundance were nearly as likely to have large ranges as rare taxa (Appendix S1: Fig. S5). Thus, abundance alone is not a useful predictor of microbial range sizes, and instead we expected that much of the observed variation in microbial range size is likely due to evolutionary or ecological traits affecting dispersal or habitat preferences.

Range size distributions varied across taxonomy, and mean range size differed significantly between phyla (Fig. 3). Importantly, this relationship was not just driven by the most abundant phyla. For example, range sizes for the Crenarchaeota and candidate phylum FBP are among the largest in the data set, yet these phyla are not ranked among the 10 most abundant phyla (Appendix S1: Fig. S1). We also see intra-group differences in range size distributions between phyla. For example, range size approximations for Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes encompass values spanning the minimum and maximum of the entire data set, while range size approximations for candidate phyla WPS-2 or Chlororibacteriote have a much narrower size distribution (Fig. 3). Some of this variation in range size for Proteobacteria or Bacteroidetes is further explained by clear differences in range size at the family level of taxonomic resolution (Appendix S1: Fig. S6).

We identified a number of phenotypic traits, genomic attributes, and habitat preferences that varied predictably as a function of geographic range size (Figs. 4, 5). Some of these traits are consistent across phyla, while other traits explain more variation in range size within certain phyla (Appendix S1: Fig. S7, Appendix S1: Fig. S8). For instance, we found that anaerobes were more likely to have smaller ranges than aerobes (Fig. 4a), potentially due to their inability to survive dispersal through the oxygen-rich atmosphere. Contrary to expectations, we found non-spor-forming aerobes had larger range sizes than spore formers (Fig. 4b). This pattern was consistent for Actinobacteria and Firmicutes, which are phyla with both spore-forming and non-spor-forming members (Appendix S1: Fig. S7b). Either there are other traits that are more important than spore formation in determining dispersal capabilities, or we are limited in our ability to accurately predict spore formation from the available in vitro data. Finally, we found that pigmentation was associated with larger geographic ranges (Fig. 4c), potentially due to pigment production offering UV protection to microbial cells during atmospheric dispersal. Pigments have been shown to protect Bacillus endospores from radiation (Moeller et al. 2005), and carotenoid pigments are also shown to protect proteobacterial phytopathogens from UV (To et al. 1994, Mohammadi et al. 2012).

Additionally, we found that both genome G+C content and genome size increased with range size (Fig. 5a, b; Appendix S1: Fig. S8a, b), although these genomic attributes are also positively correlated with each other (Nishida 2012). Greater G+C content has been associated with genome stability and thermal tolerance in some microbes (Nishio et al. 2003, Mann and Chen 2010). Larger genomes correspond to more genes and metabolic pathways that likely confer greater physiological versatility and ability to survive diverse environmental conditions (Bentley and Parkhill 2004, Konstantinidis et al. 2006). Our findings are in line with recent studies showing that larger genomes are linked to ubiquity and greater environmental and spatial distributions (Barberán et al. 2014a, Cobo-Simón and Tamames 2017). Conversely, we observed a negative correlation between 16S rRNA gene copy number and range size (Fig. 5c), suggesting that oligotrophic life history strategies (see Klappenbach et al. 2000) are associated with greater range sizes within some phyla. Finally, we found that the inferred habitat preferences of microbes could explain some of the variation in range size. Soil- and plant-associated taxa had larger range size distributions than marine and aquatic habitat associated taxa (Fig. 5e). Not surprisingly, these results suggest that those taxa that are likely found in widespread source environments tend to have larger ranges. While we cannot explicitly determine the source origin for each taxon, phyla that are dominant in soil, including Actinobacteria and Acidobacteria, have some of the largest range size distributions (Figs. 3, 4e). Conversely, taxa from seawater and other aquatic habitats tend to have smaller ranges (Fig. 4e), a pattern that may result from these source habitats not being as widespread across the sampled region, limited aerosolization of microbial cells from these source environments, or a reduced capacity for these aquatic taxa to survive desiccation.

Together our results illustrate a wide variation in range size of diverse bacterial and archaeal taxa found in settled outdoor dust. The shape of the range size frequency distribution of these microbes is similar to many plants and animals, suggesting similar processes can drive observed biogeographical patterns. However, the canonical occupancy–abundance relationship explains little of the variation observed here. Instead, we found range size to vary between major phyla and identified phenotypic traits and genomic attributes that also vary across taxonomy. These traits likely influence dispersal capabilities or the ability to colonize and establish in an environment following a dispersal event. Many dust-associated taxa are of ecological, agricultural, and medical importance, and integrating range size calculations and range size determinants into microbial ecology will advance our understanding of the spatial distributions of taxa of interest. Together, this work highlights the importance of both dispersal dynamics and habitat distribution in generating patterns in microbial biogeography.
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